At **Thomas Tallis School**, we believe that everyone has the right to a happy, healthy and rewarding life. We are proud of our **inclusive approach** to education. We value every member of our community and have high expectations for all. We share a **love of learning** and the joy and delight which learning brings. We recognise the uniqueness of the individual and work hard to provide a personalised curriculum which has the flexibility to meet everyone’s needs.

We share a belief in the value of **creativity for all**. We celebrate our talents, similarities and differences and share in each others’ successes. We encourage students and staff alike to develop new skills, forge imaginative connections and seek innovative solutions. We believe that successful learners are responsible for their own development and we support our young people on their journey to become **independent learners and thinkers**.

We **care for each other and our environment** because we are committed to responsible, compassionate citizenship. Thomas Tallis is a listening school; we value and act on the opinions of our students, parents and carers. We recognise that everyone benefits from having a sense of belonging, feeling safe and facing appropriate challenges.

We are proud of our Arts College, Leading Edge and School of Creativity designations. They are symbolic of our ambition to create a **vibrant learning community** which extends beyond the school.